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 .J. R. Holub conjectured that the Banach space C X of real valued continuous
functions does not admit a backward shift, if X is a compact Hausdorff space with
an infinite connected component. Here the conjecture is settled by proving that for
 .arbitrary infinite compact Hausdorff spaces X, C X does not admit a backward
shift. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Unilateral shifts on infinite dimensional separable Hilbert spaces are
well known and have been studied in varied contexts in functional analysis,
w x w xsee Kato 5 and Rudin 6 . If H is a infinite dimensional Hilbert space
then an operator T : H ª H is a right or simply a shift if there is a
 4  .complete orthonormal set w in H such that T w s w for n G 1,n nG1 n nq1
 .  .  .and it is a left backward shift if T w s 0, and T w s w , n G 2.1 n ny1
The generalization of shift operators to Banach spaces has been given by
w xCrownover 1 , and has been the subject of investigaton recently by Holub
w x w x4 ; Gutek, Hart, Jamison, and Rajagopalan 3 ; and Farid and Varadarajan
w x w x2 . In 4 Holub introduced backward shifts on Banach spaces, thus
generalizing the concept of backward shifts on Hilbert spaces or l -spaces,p
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w x w x1 F p F ` 5 . Holub discusses in 4 the problem of existence of a
 .backward shift on Banach spaces C X , X compact Hausdorff, and
 .conjectured that C X does not admit a backward shift if X has an
infinite connected component. The main aim of this paper is to resolve the
 .conjecture completely by proving that the space C X does not admit
backward shifts, if X is an arbitrary infinite compact Hausdorff space.
In the rest of the paper, E is an arbitrary real Banach space unless
otherwise specified. By an operator on E, we understand a linear transfor-
mation on E into E.
DEFINITION 1.1. An operator T : E ª E is a backward shift if:
 .i dim Ker T s 1,
Ã .ii the induced operator T : E N Ker T ª E is a linear isometry,
and
 . niii D Ker T is dense in E.nG1
w xAs noted in 4 it is verified that if E is a separable Hilbert space then
an operator T : E ª E is a backward shift, if and only if there is a
 4  .  .complete orthonormal set w in E such that T w s 0, and T w sn nG1 1 n
 .w , n G 2, thus justifying Definition 1.1. Further since condition i inny1
 . n  .1.1 implies that Ker T is n-dimensional, condition iii implies that E is
separable.
In the next proposition we state a known property of a backward shift
 w x.Theorem 3.1 in 4 . Since a proof is lacking we sketch a proof of the same
here.
PROPOSITION 1.2. If T is a backward shift on an infinite dimensional
Banach space E, then the range of T is all of E.
w xProof. Let T : E ª E be a backward shift with Ker T s z , the linear
Ã w xspan of some nonzero vector z in E. Since T : E N z ª E is defined by
Ã .  . w xT x s T x , where x is the equivalence class of x modulo z , it follows
 .  .from the condition ii of Definition 1.1, that T E is a closed subspace of
 .  . w x  .  4E. We verify that z g T E . If z f T E , then z l T E s 0 . Hence
y1 . yn .T Ker T s Ker T from which it follows that T Ker T s Ker T for
 .  .all n G 1. Hence condition iii fails to hold for T. Thus z g T E . A
yn .  .repetition of the argument and induction yields that T Ker T ; T E
yn .  .  .for all n G 1. Hence D T Ker T ; T E . Thus it follows from iiinG 0
 .of Definition 1.1 that T E s E, as desired.
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 .2. BACKWARD SHIFTS ON C X
This section is devoted to the proof of the main theorem of the paper.
Before proceeding to the proof we fix the notation, recall some known
facts, and state useful lemmas.
 .As usual we identify the dual of C X , X compact Hausdorff with the
5 5Banach space of regular Borel measures m on X, with the norm m s
< < . < <total variation of m s m X , where m is the variation measure associ-
 .ated with m. If E is a Banach space, Ext E is the set of extreme points of
 .  4the closed unit ball of E. Thus if E s C X , Ext E* s "e N t g X ,t
 4where E* is the dual of E, and e is the point mass m supported by t ,t
 4t g X and m t s 1. It is verified that the distance between any two points
in Ext E*, E as above is 2.
H   . 4If M ; E, M s f N f g E*, f x s 0, for all x g M . As usual we
 . Hidentify the dual of the quotient E N M s E N M * with M . If x g E,
w xthe linear span of x is noted as x .
 .  .   .For f g C X , let us denote the support of f by S f , i.e., S f s t N
 . 4  .  4  .f t F 0 . If f g C X , and t , t ; S f we associate with the ordered1 2
 .  4pair t , t , the Borel measure m s f on X defined by m t s t , t .1 2 11 2
 .  <  . < <  . <.  4  .  <  . < <  . <.  .f t r f t q f t , m t s yf t r f t q f t , and m B s 02 1 2 2 1 1 2
 4 5 5for all Borel sets B ; X 9 s X ; t , t . It is verified that f s 1,1 2  t , t .1 2w xHf s yf , and "f g f , i.e., H fdm s 0, if m s "f . t , t .  t , t .  t , t .  t , t .2 1 1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  4  .LEMMA 2.1. If f g C X and t , t ; S f , then f , f are1 2  t , t .  t , t .1 2 2 1w xHextreme points of the unit ball of f .
Proof. Let us denote the measure of f by m. Assume, if possible, t , t .1 2
w xH 5 5there are Borel measures m , m g f , m s 1, i s 1, 2 such thati i i
 .m s m q m r2, m / m . It is now verified that the support of m s1 2 1 2 i
 4  4t , t , for i s 1, 2. Since the support of m s t , t ,1 2 1 2
5 5 < < < < 4  41 s m s m t q m t1 2
1 1< < < < 4  4  4  4s m t q m t q m t q m t1 1 2 1 1 2 2 22 2
1 1< < < < < < < < 4  4  4  4F m t q m t q m t q m t1 1 1 2 2 1 2 22 2
1 5 5 5 5s m q m s 1.1 22
<  4 < <  4 <Thus it is verified that m t q m t s 1, for i s 1, 2. From the defini-i 1 i 2
tion of the norm of a measure it follows that the support of the measures
 4  4  .m is t , t for i s 1, 2. Since the support of m s t , t , m s m q m r2,i 1 2 1 2 1 2
m / m , it follows from the proceding observation that there are nonzero1 2
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real numbers d , d such that1 2
 4  4  4  4m t s m t q d , m t s m t y d , i s 1, 2.1 i i i 2 i i i
w xHNow since m, m , m g f , i.e., H fdm s H fdm s 0, i s 1, 2, by1 2 X X i
 .  .evaluating these integrals it follows that d f t q d f t s 0. Thus if1 1 2 2
l s d rd , then1 2
 4f t  4f t m t .  t , t . 12 11 2l s y s s . ) . 4  4f t f t m t .1  t , t . 2 21 2
From the properties of m , noted above,1
5 5 < < < < 4  4m s m t q m t1 1 1 1 2
< < < < 4  4s m t q d q m t q d1 1 2 2
< < < < 4which reduces to m t q d 1 q l as a consequence of ) . .  .2 2
A similar computation yields
5 5 < < < < 4m s m t y d 1 q l . .2 2 2
5 5 5 5  4Since m s m , and m t / 0, it follows that d s 0, a contradiction.1 2 2 2
w xH w xHThus f g Ext f , which in turn implies f g Ext f . t , t .  t , t .1 2 2 1
 .  .  . w xLEMMA 2.2. If f g C X , and card S f G 3, then C X N f is not
 .  .  .linearly isometric with C X . Thus in particular if T : C X ª C X is a
w x  .backward shift, X infinite compact, and Ker T s f , then card S f F 2.
  . w x. w xHProof. Since C X N f is linearly congruent with f , it is enough
w xH   ..  .to verify that f is not linearly isometric with C X * if card S f G 3.
Further since linear isometries preserve extreme points and the distance
 .between any pair of extreme points of C X * is 2, it is enough to exhibit
w xH 5 5two extreme points a , b , of f , such that a y b - 2, to complete the
desired verification.
 4  .  .Let t , t , t ; S f . It is assumed that f t ) 0 for i s 1, 3, if neces-1 2 3 i
sary by relabelling the t 's, and passing to the function yf. With this set up
consider a s f , and b s f . From Lemma 2.1 it follows that a , b t , t .  t , t .1 2 3 2
w xH <  . < <  . <  4are in Ext f . Let us denote f t q f t by C if t , t ; X. Withi j i, j i j
this notation,
5 5a y b s total variation of f y f . t , t .  t , t .1 2 3 2
< < < < < < 4  4  4  4s f t q f t y f t q f t t , t . 1  t , t . 2  t , t . 2  t , t . 31 2 1 2 3 2 3 2
< < < <f t yf t f t f t .  .  .  .2 1 3 2s q q q .
C C C C1, 2 1, 2 2, 3 2, 3
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Thus
< < < <f t q f t f t y f t .  .  .  .2 1 2 3
5 5a y b s q
C C1, 2 2, 3
or
< < < <f t y f t f t q f t .  .  .  .2 1 2 3
5 5a y b s q .
C C1, 2 2, 3
5 5  .In either case it follows that a y b - 2, noting that f t ) 0, fori
<  . < <  . <  4i s 1, 3 and recalling that C s f t q f t if t , t ; X.i, j i j i j
We adopt the following notation in the proof of the next lemma. We
continue to assume that X is an infinite compact Hansdorff space. We
 . w xdenote the Banach space C X by E. If f g E, f / 0, let w : E ª E N f
 .be the canonical quotient map where w g s g, the equivalence class of gÃ
Ãw x w xmodulo f . If T : E N f ª E is a linear isometry onto E, then the
Ã  w x.conjugate map T* is a surjective linear isometry on E* onto E N f *. As
 w x. w xH  w x. w xHusual we identify E N f * with f by the map s : E N f * onto f ,
 . .  .  w x.where s l g s l g for all l g E N f * and g g E.Ã
Ã . w xLEMMA 2.3. Let f g E, 0 - card S f F 2, and T : E N f ª E be a
Ã .  .surjecti¨ e linear isometry. If T : E ª E is the operator defined by T g s T g ,Ã
ynw xthen the subspace D T f is not dense in E.nG1
 .  .Proof. The proof is accomplished by showing that if u g C X , S u
5 5containing an accumulation point of X, then inf u y g ) 0 where the
ynw xinfimum is taken over g g D T f .nG1
 .  .It is verified that if T g s f , f as in the proposition, then S g is finite
as follows.
Ã  . .  44  .Let P s s N s (T* e g "e with t g S f where e is evaluationt s x
 .  .  .at x. Since S f is finite, P as well as P j S f is finite. If j f S f , then
H Ã Hw x w xsince e g Ext f , and s (T* is a linear isometry on E* onto f , itj
Ã . .  4follows that there is a t g X such that s (T* e g "e . If further0 t j0 Ã .  . .j f P j S f , it follows from the definition of P, that s (T* e gt0
 4  ."e for some t f S f .j 0
Ã Ã Ã . . .  . .   ..  . .  .Now s (T* e g s T* e g s e T g s T g e s f t . ThusÃ Ãt t t t 00 0 0 0
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .f t s g j or yg j . Since t f S f , g j s 0. Thus S g ; P j S f .0 0
 .Hence S g is a finite set.
n .More generally it follows by induction that if T g s f , for some n G 2
 . m .  .then S g is finite. Let T g s f for some m G 1 imply S g is finite. Let
 . mq 1 . mq 1 . m  ..now g g C X be such that T g s f. Since T g s T T g , it
 .  .follows by the induction hypothesis that if T g s h, then S h is finite.
Ã  . .  4  .4Let P s s N s (T* e g "e with t g S h . P thus defined is a finitet s
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 .set since S h is finite. Then proceeding as in the preceding paragraph if j
 .  .is not g P j S h j S f , then there is a t g X, such that0
Ãs (T* e g "e . 4 . . t j0
 .  .Thus evaluating both sides at g, noting T g s h, it follows that g j s
 .  .  .  .  .  .h t or yh t s 0, since t f S h . Thus S g ; P j S h j S f . Hence0 0 0
 .  .  .S g is finite since P j S h j S f is finite.
 .Now to complete the proof let us note that since S g is open if
 .  .  .g g C X , S g finite implies S g consists of isolated points. Let t be an0
 .  .accumulation point of X, and u g C X be such that u t / 0. Since if0
ynw x  .g g T f implies S g is finite as shown earlier in the proof, it follows
 . 5 5 <  . <that g t s 0. Thus u y g G u t ) 0. Hence the subspace0
ynw x  .D T f is not dense in C X as claimed.nG1
Now we deduce the main result, stated as a theorem, from the preceding
lemmas.
 .THEOREM 2.4. If X is an infinite compact Hausdorff space, then C X
does not admit backward shifts.
 .  .Proof. Let T : C X ª C X be a backward shift if possible, and
w x  .f s Ker T. It follows from Lemma 2.2, that 0 - card S f F 2. Hence
n  .from Lemma 2.3, it follows that D Ker T is not dense in C X ,nG1
contradicting that T is a backward shift. This completes the proof of the
theorem.
We conclude the paper with a remark and a corollary of the preceding
theorem. Let C be the Banach space of real convergent sequences, with
the supremum norm, and C be the subspace of null sequences. Let e be0 n
 4the unit sequence a such that a s 0, if i / n, and a s 1.i iG1 i n
w xRemark 2.5. Holub 4 remarked that C admits backward shifts claim-
 .  .ing that the operator T : C ª C defined by T e s 0, T e s e ,1 n ny1
n G 2 is a backward shift; however, it is verified that Ker T n is the n
dimensional subspace
 4E s x N x s 0 if i G n q 1 ,n i
and D Ker T n is a subspace of the closed subspace C of C. ThusnG1 0
D Ker T n is not dense in C, and T is not a backward shift.nG1
In fact we do have the following result.
COROLLARY 2.6. The Banach space C does not admit backward shifts.
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The corollary follows at once from Theorem 2.4 noting that if X is the
 4  4compact set 1rn j 0 , then C is congruent with the Banach spacenG1
 .C X .
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